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the unit boundaries remain the same.
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Summary
The shingle beaches along the Sheerness frontage provide vital protection to the
seawall and urban areas along this stretch of coastline. The monitoring and
management of this asset is therefore crucial to the successful and sustainable delivery
of flood and coastal erosion protection.
The condition and performance of different beach sections are currently monitored
through the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme. This report evaluates
changes along the coastline from summer 2003 to the 2012 summer survey. This is the
first Beach Management Plan (BMP) report to be produced for Survey Unit (SU)
4aSU04 since the beginning of the project in 2003. The key findings are listed below;
•

The net volume change during this reporting period was accretive, with the entire
frontage gaining 18,986m3. The most erosive section (Section 2, between Neptune
Jetty and Barton’s Point), lost 18,287m3, mainly due to the material that was
removed at Neptune Jetty for the 2012 Barton’s Point recycling scheme. Section 1
(between Garrison Point and Neptune Jetty) was the most accretive (18,091m3), the
result of it being a sediment sink for the dominant longshore drift direction (from east
to west). However, the 2012 scheme has had little or no effect in reducing cliffing
and losses from the western half of Barton’s Point.

•

There were no storms exceeding the threshold in this reporting year. A detailed
analysis of the wave climate for September 2011 to August 2012 is given in Annex
D.

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with
many coastal areas a lot of annual variability is expected, thus drawing conclusions with
increased confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regard to
annual losses, net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in autumn 2012 and spring 2013,
and in addition post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled to be issued after completion
of the summer 2013 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is accessible online
(www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after satisfying quality
assurance procedures.
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1.0 Introduction
This report covers the low-lying areas of Sheerness and Minster that are at risk of
flooding by the sea Sheerness and Minster. Sheerness is particularly vulnerable to
flooding, whilst Minster is prone to coastal erosion. As a result, there is a long history for
providing coastal protection in this area.
The open coast shoreline of the Isle of Sheppey is diverse in nature, composition and
orientation. The geology is dominated by Tertiary sediments, primarily London Clay but
with some poorly cemented silts and sands, in the west. Low-lying parts of the coastline
typically have soft superficial deposits overlying the older geology. These are comprised
primarily of mud and alluvium deposits.
Historically the estuaries of the Rivers Thames, Medway and Swale have fragmented
the open coast into a series of islands, including the Isle of Sheppey. Over time the
channels between these islands became infilled by alluvial deposits, creating inter-tidal
flats and marshes. These were then embanked and reclaimed for agricultural use by
the end of the Roman period. The inter-tidal flats fronting the Isle of Sheppey have
slowly been accreting vertically due to sediment deposition, despite a net loss of area
and marsh-edge erosion due to coastal squeeze associated with sea level rise
(Futurecoast, 2002).
There are a number of nationally designated habitats in and around 4aSU04. Sheppey
Cliffs and the Foreshore Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) lies to the south-east
of 4aSU04. The site supports invertebrate and microfossil fauna, as well as fossil
vertebrates. It is also a key avian paleontological site and is the richest palaeo-botany
site in the London Clay.
The UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and the local Kent BAP are the relevant
biodiversity plans for 4aSU04. This identifies two priority BAP habitats that are located
within the BMP area: Mudflats and Vegetated Shingle. The Priority BAP habitat
mudflats have been recorded just east of Jacob’s Bank and continue to the yacht club
at Barton’s Point along the beach frontage within the study area. The extent of mudflats
in the UK is declining and classifying these habitats aims to prevent further losses,
create additional mudflats and achieve favourable or recovering condition by
appropriate management of intertidal sediment habitat currently in unfavourable
condition.
A previous ecological assessment by Scott Wilson (2001) recorded a densely vegetated
strip of vegetated shingle between Barton’s Point and the Scrapsgate outfall, mainly on
the back slope of the shingle bank. Vegetated shingle is a Priority BAP habitat, and its
classification aims to achieve favourable or recovering condition by appropriate
management of coastal vegetated shingle systems.
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1.1 Coastal Processes
The forcing conditions that have the greatest influence on this shoreline are those
generated by weather systems acting on the relatively shallow southern North Sea. Due
to the greater fetch from the east and northeast sector, larger waves are generated than
from the northwest. Studies have shown that along the north facing shorelines the
sediment transport rates in both eastward and westward directions are similar, although
the dominance of wave energy from the northeast results in a net westward drift of
material. There are examples of reversals in this drift direction, such as at Leysdown,
although this is due to localised changes in shoreline orientation.
Critical to the analysis of this section, it must be noted that there is almost no natural
feed of new sediment into the system. There are a few exceptions, including fine
sediments from eroding clay cliff sections, and fine sediment from fluvial sources.
Therefore, the shingle beaches along this frontage are relict beaches that have been
substantially enlarged artificially through beach renourishment. There is no
contemporary feed of coarse material into the area, although the majority of that which
currently exists on the beaches does remain within the boundaries of this process unit.
It is therefore assumed that for coarse material, the system is closed and any losses
must be explained by a combination of local sediment sinks and abrasion.

1.2 Defence & Management
Key anthropogenic modifications over the past couple of centuries include the
reclamation of coastal marshes, principally around Sheerness Docks, the stabilisation
through toe protection and regrading of the slopes at Minster, and the construction of
timber groynes that restrict alongshore transport of shingle. The current defences
covered by this BMP are generally of good condition and provide a Standard of
Protection in excess of a 1 in 200 year event. If the defences were allowed to fail, there
would be widespread flooding and the existing hinterland would revert to intertidal
habitats, allowing lower mudflat and saltmarsh species to dominate.
Futurecoast (2002) predicted that with a ‘present management’ scenario coastal
squeeze would occur as a result of sea levels rising, whilst the backshore position of
the shoreline is held by defences. This would ultimately result in a net loss of intertidal
mudflats, despite their continued vertical accretion. In turn, this would put increased
pressure on the present defences, making them vulnerable to increased wave action.
The existing flood and coastal protection defences include rock revetment, seawalls,
timber and rock groynes, and beach recharge and recycling. Currently, the defences
along this frontage protect approximately 7,940 residential and commercial properties
(Halcrow, 2010). Halcrow (2011) compiled data on flood events over the past 100 years
(Table 1.1). However, since the construction of the post-1953 flood was completed in
the 1980s, the defences have not failed and there has been no major flooding.
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Table 1.1 – Flood events in 4aSU04 since 1897 (Halcrow, 2011)
Date
Effect
Comments/Other Information
1897

Three quarters of Sheerness flooded to
depth of 2-3 feet.

1928

Severe event, details unknown.

1953

Half of Isle of Sheppey was flooded and
28,000 people were cut off from
mainland. Three quarters of Sheerness
flooded up to shoulder height.

Spring tide, large surge and gale force winds,
part of the widespread flooding event that
affected much of the east coast of England.

1978 &
1978

Seawall breached near Jacob’s Bank
resulting in extensive flooding to depths
of 2-5 feet.

Breaching and overtopping of sections of the
wall where defence improvement works had
not been completed).

1993

Two events caused serious erosion of
Barton’s Point shingle bank, but
breaching was avoided.

The 780m long shingle bank at Barton’s Point was constructed in 1975. A previous
embankment acts as a secondary defence. A bank crest height of 7mOD, a crest width
of 6m, a seaward slope of 1 in 7 and a backward slope of 1 in 5 was constructed using
180,000m3 of marine dredged aggregate.
Maintenance up to 1983 was only carried out once, when 2,500m3 of material was
recycled from west to east along the bank. As the beach became reworked by wave
action to form a more natural beach, material became increasingly mobile and rates of
loss increased. This resulted in three shingle recharges between 1986 and 1994, two of
which were after the severe storms in the winter 1993. This unconsolidated material
was quickly reworked and further losses led to the armouring of the western end of the
bank with gabions (Scott Wilson, 1998), before these were replaced with a 44m long
rock groyne in 1994. In 2001, approximately 30,000m3 of dredged shingle/sand mix
recharge was placed at the shingle bank to raise the crest to 7.25mOD and beach slope
of 1 in 7.5 to provide protection to withstand a 1 in 200 year event.

3

This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission
of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's
Stationery Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to
prosecution or civil proceedings. (Canterbury City Council)
(100019614) (2012).
Additional overlaid information is copyright of Canterbury City
Council.

Figure 1.1: Site Location and Wave/Tide Gauges
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2.0 Design Conditions
As part of the Beach Management Plan written by Halcrow (2011), the scheme design
and standard of the defences was analysed. The defences at Minster protect soft cliffs
with a concrete seawall/promenade fronted by a shingle beach held by timber groynes.
The promenade level is +5mOD with a crest width of 8.4m. The wave return wall crest
height is +6.4mOD and is backed by a part grass and part scrub backslope. The beach
crest is typically at around +4.5mOD and the beach slope is approximately 1 in 7, for
much of the frontage matching the profile of the timber groynes. The structure is
protected at the toe by steel sheet piles finished to a level of 0.0mOD, but of unknown
depth (Halcrow, 2011).
The defences at Barton’s Point comprise a shingle bank backed by a secondary
embankment, with no beach control structures. The beach crest is at a height of
+7.25mOD and is typically 8m wide. In general, the beach slope is approximately 1 in 7;
although towards the north-west end of the frontage the upper beach is locally at a
slope of up to 1 in 1 where the beach is trying to realign landward (Halcrow, 2011).
The Sheerness frontage comprises a variety of construction forms. Typically, the
defences comprise a concrete revetment with slope of 1 in 2 to 1 in 3.5 protected by a
steel sheet piled toe. The promenade crest (between +5.45mOD and +5.93mOD
elevation and 3.7m and 6.3m wide) is mostly backed by a wave wall of varying height
(+7.08mOD to +7.33mOD). The concrete revetment at the Ship-on-Shore pub has
additional protection of rock placed directly on it. Neptune’s Terrace has a mass
retaining structure bedded at depth +0.5mOD over steel sheet piles) with exposed wave
return wall to a height of a minimum of +6.5mOD (most of the structure is submerged
under beach material). The Moat has no wave return wall, but the concrete revetment
with crest width 3.7m at height +5.5mOD is backed by a water filled moat and set back
secondary defence wall (Halcrow, 2011).
The defences in 4aSU04 protect Sheerness and Minster to a current Standard of
Protection (SoP) in the range of 1 in 100 year to in excess of 1 in 200 year return period
(RP) (1% to > 0.5% Annual Probability of Occurrence (APO)) against critical
overtopping leading to breach.

2.1

Overtopping Analysis

Halcrow performed an overtopping analysis on the defences and beaches in 4aSU04
as part of the Beach Management Plan (2011). They assessed the predicted
overtopping rate immediately behind each defence, including allowance for climate
change. The predicted rates were compared to the allowable limits to determine the
SoP for overtopping. The allowable limits of overtopping (and justification) are given in
Table 2.1. This shows that all defences in MU1 and MU3 currently provide a good SoP,
greater than 1 in 200. This is a conservative assessment and the actual SoP
determined from a more detailed overtopping assessment is likely to be greater.
Unlikethe Sheerness frontage, the beach at Minster does contribute to the SoP. Should
the beach be lost at Minster, the current SoP would reduce to 1 in 100 years and the
SoP in 2040 would reduce to below 1 in 50 years. The groynes therefore serve a
purpose in maintaining the SoP from overtopping, and the beach provides toe support
to the seawall and embankment.
5
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Currently, the shingle bank at Barton’s Point has a SoP of 1 in 100, reducing to 1 in 5
by 2040. However, this is a very conservative estimate. The ongoing erosion of the
upper beach and potential for breach is of greater concern than overtopping, and will
define its residual life.

Location

Table 2.1 – 4aSU04 overtopping analysis
Indicative Current SoP
Limit of
(overtopping only)
Overtopping
Likely Failure Mechanisms
(l/s/m)
2011
2020
2040
None identified at present. Recommencement of erosion unlikely
unless there is significant loss of the
seawall structure or loss of beach
(toe weighting) or excessive
overtopping of the seawall eroding
the toe of the slope leading to slope
failure with the seawall intact

MU1
Minster

10 l/s/m
(backed by
high coastal
clay slope)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

MU2
Shingle bank
at Barton’s
Point

1 l/s/m
(lower limit of
unprotected
embankment)

1 in
100
(1%
APO)

1 in 20
(5%
APO)

1 in 5
(20%
APO)

Scour of the embankment face at
the back of the mobile beach,
resulting in a reduction in beach
crest width leading to breach
through the shingle bank during
storm in high tides/surge event

MU3A
Ship-onShore

1 l/s/m
(pedestrian
safety with no
view of sea
but set back)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

Undermining of rock or sheet steel
piling toe through lowered beach
levels

MU3B
Cheyney
Rock

As above

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

Undermining of concrete revetment
at sheet steel piled toe through
lowered beach levels or
deterioration of revetment face

MU3C
Neptune’s
Terrace

1 l/s/m
(structural
damage to
buildings).

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

None identified at present

MU3D
Neptune’s
Terrace to
west of
Jacob's Bank

As above

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

Undermining of concrete revetment
at sheet steel piled toe through
lowered beach levels

MU3E
West of
Jacob's Bank
to The Moat

50 l/s/m
(structural
damage to
paved
backslope)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

Undermining of concrete revetment
at sheet steel piled toe through
lowered beach levels

MU3F
East of
Garrison's
Point

1 l/s/m
(pedestrian
safety with no
view of sea).

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

None identified at present

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)

> 1 in
200
(>0.5%
APO)
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2.2

Trigger Levels

Trigger levels are useful to quickly assess the requirement for works to the beach
and/or defence structures without the requirement for detailed topographic surveys of
the beach. Typically there are two trigger levels that are defined; the Alarm Level and
the Crisis Level.
The existing trigger levels for the BMP area are thought to be based on a combination
of Environment Agency Operations Delivery Team visual assessment and dimensions
defined in previous reports that estimated defence toe levels. The Alarm and Crisis
Levels defined in this BMP to guide when works should occur over the next 10 years
have been derived based on engineering judgement resulting from SoP analysis in and
a general understanding of the frontage (Table 2.2). These levels will be revised when
the BMP is reviewed in 10 years time when more data is available.

Management
Unit

Minster

Barton’s
Point

Sheerness

Table 2.2 – 4aSU04 trigger level summary
Sub-Section
Description (trigger
Alarm Level
Crisis Level
driver)

Approximate 2011
level

Full frontage
(undermining)

Beach level at
structure below
+1.1mOD

Beach level at
structure below
+0.1mOD (or beach
slope > 1 in 5)

+4.5mOD

Levels at groynes
(undermining)

Bottom edge of 1
or 2 groynes
exposed

Bottom edge of
several groynes
exposed for
prolonged period

No exposure

Beach differential
across any single
groyne (exceeding
retaining limits)

1.5m

1.8m

< 1.0m

Full frontage
(overtopping and/or
breach)

Beach crest
height below
+7.00mOD

Beach crest height
below +6.75mOD

7.2mOD (min)

Full frontage
(overtopping and/or
breach)

Crest width less
than 8m

Crest width less
than 2m (when
average slope
above MHW is
flatter than 1in5)

9m (min)

Full frontage
(overtopping and/or
breach)

Beach slope
above mean high
water (MHW) is
locally greater
than 1in4

Crest width less
than 6m (when
locally the average
slope above MHW
is steeper than 1in2)

1in5 (average) 1in1
(locally)

Concrete slipway
(undermining)

Localised
undermining

Extensive
undermining or
signs of structural
fatigue

Beach at/above
slipway level

Full frontage (but
MU3D to MU3F are
TBC) (undermining)

Beach level at
structure below
+1.73mOD

Beach level at
structure below
+0.73mOD

+2.0mOD (MU3A)
+2.5mOD to +4.5mOD
(MU3B,D,E&F)

Sub-unit MU3C
(undermining)

Beach level at
structure below
+2.00mOD

Beach level at
structure below
+1.50mOD

+4.0mOD
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3.0 Surveys
All topographic and bathymetric surveys are referenced to a Global Positioning System
(GPS) control grid, established for this programme, and conducted according to the
current Environment Agency’s National Specification, summarised in the Explanatory
Notes (Annex A).

3.1

Topographic Surveys

The schedule of completed surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring
Programme is given in Table 3.1. Digital Ground Models (DGMs) of the 2012 BMP
topographic survey are shown in Annex B superimposed upon the ortho-rectified aerial
photographs of 2008. The method used for deriving Digital Ground Models is given in
the Explanatory Notes (Annex A).
Table 3.1: Schedule of Topographic Surveys

4aSU04
Profile

Beach Plan

30/10/2003

30/10/2003

23/03/2004
15/11/2004
17/02/2005
23/04/2005
18/10/2005
13/04/2006
07/09/2006
22/03/2007
06/07/2007
01/11/2007
12/03/2008
17/11/2008
12/03/2009
15/10/2009
04/03/2010
27/10/2010
23/02/2011

23/02/2011

02/09/2011

02/09/2011

21/03/2012
07/09/2012

07/09/2012
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3.2

Bathymetric Surveys
Table 3.2: Schedule of Bathymetric Surveys

4aSU04
Date

Line Spacing

Distance Offshore

01/06/2004
05/04/2007

50m
50m

1,000m
1,000m

4.0 Beach Management Operations
From 2003 until March 2012, no replenishment or recycling was carried out at Barton’s
Point. The most recent operation prior to this was in 2001, when 30,000m3 of dredged
shingle/sand mix recharge was placed at the shingle bank to raise the crest to
7.25mOD and create a beach slope of 1 in 7.5.
In March 2012, as a result of the Beach Management Plan prepared by Halcrow (2011),
a recycling scheme was carried out, with 11,837m3 of beach material moved from
Neptune Terrace to Barton’s Point. Recycling logs for this work are located in the annex
of this report.

9
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5.0 Analysis
To aid purposeful analysis the unit has been split into 6 sections as depicted in Figure
5.1. These reflect changes in beach configuration and/or the presence of terminal
structures. Table 5.1 provides a summary of volume change within each between the
2003 and 2012 summer BMP surveys, and for Neptune Terrace and Barton’s Point,
between the 2011 and 2012 summer surveys.
Detailed analysis for each section is provided on the following pages.
Table 5.1: 4aSU04 - Summary of Erosion/Accretion for 2003-2012

Section
1

Section
2
Section
3

Section
4

Polygon

Area
(m²)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

51,980
19,776
14,365
33,870
44,282
58,079
27,891
34,610
40,555
49,707
34,340
34,693
15,569
18,257
19,690
28,811

Error
Estimate*
(m3)
+/- 1,559
+/- 593
+/- 431
+/- 1,016
+/- 1,328
+/- 1,742
+/- 837
+/- 1,038
+/- 1,217
+/- 1,491
+/- 1,030
+/- 1,041
+/- 467
+/- 548
+/- 591
+/- 864

Erosion/Accretion
(2003 to 2012)
(m3)
14,037
510
-15
3,579
-20
-18,330
2,982
-2,939
3,299
7,588
4,663
740
390
803
1,580
119

Erosion/Accretion
(2011 to 2012)
(m3)

n/a

33
n/a
-1
9,896
832

n/a

Net
18,986
10,760
*Significant Change is highlighted through shading. (Blue is accretion, red is erosion). Significant change
includes values which exceed the error estimates which are calculated as the survey area is multiplied by
a +/-30mm error margin. Although unlikely, the error of the combined surveys can be up to double this
figure.
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5.1

Beach Profile Analysis

While beach plan surveys provide a more accurate view of morphological change and
beach volume levels, profiles clearly illustrate the changes in beach cross section. In
addition, the 2012 BMP survey beach profiles have been cross-referenced with the
other profile surveys carried out over the past year in order to ensure that the results
from the difference models are representative of net profile change. This then gives an
indication of the beach variability over three time steps in each individual year.
The Cross-Sectional Area (CSA) has been calculated for all beach profiles. This is
calculated as the area of profile above a Master Profile (MP). In general, the lower
boundary of the MP is the transition between the beach face and the foreshore (i.e. the
beach toe). The landward boundary is either the seawall or, where a hard structure is
not present, the landward extent of the stable part of the beach. The Master Profile is
held constant for a given profile line and therefore the changes in CSA through time can
be derived.

5.2

Volumetric Analysis - Difference Models

Now that the 2012 BMP data set has been compiled, it is possible to overlay the results
of the survey with BMP data from 2003 and 2011. This enables comparative volumetric
analysis to be undertaken to determine change over a given period. Through the use of
three-dimensional ground models and ortho-rectified aerial photography, it is possible to
create a visual interpretation of the volumetric change that has occurred during each
analysis period. This is shown in Plate 1 on the previous pages, which indicates areas
of net erosion or accretion (N.B. a 0.25m difference in elevation is considered as “no
change”) and the location of any extraction/deposition sites.
Negative values represent erosion that has occurred between 2003/11 & 2012, and
positive values indicate accretion. Whilst these figures show an overall change in beach
volume within each discrete section, it should be recognised that the data is based on
the BMP survey, which is undertaken once each year. It is therefore only a snapshot of
one moment in time, and the particular dynamics of each frontage need to be taken into
account. This ensures that the information shown in the difference models represents
the net change rather than capturing a particular extreme variation caused by a large
event.

5.3.1 Section 1 (Polygons 1-5, Profiles 4a00146 – 4a00189)
Section 1 is the most western section in 4aSU04, and is characterised by pocket
beaches at Garrison’s Point and St Henry & St Elizabeth’s Catholic Church,
interspersed with lower sections of beach. The beach at Garrison’s Point is a
sediment sink for material moving westwards, the dominant drift direction. As a
result, since 2003 it has gained 14,037m3 of beach material. This makes up a
large proportion of the net accretion experienced within this section (18,091m3).
A good example of this is Profile 4a00149 (Figure 5.2). All but two polygons
gained material, although neither lost significant amounts (-15m3 and -20m3).
The only large area of erosion occurred in Polygon 5, contributing to its net loss
of -20m3.
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MHWS

Figure 5.2 – Profile 4a00149

5.3.2 Section 2 (Polygons 6-8, Profiles 4a00190A – 4a00227)
This section is the only one to experience a net loss since 2003, of 18,287m3. All
polygons experienced significant change (two negative, one positive), with
Polygon 6 losing the most material (18,330m3). Much of this loss is due to
extraction in Winter 2012 for the Barton’s Point recycling scheme, Neptune
Terrace was used as the borrow site, with 11,837m3 removed and placed on the
shingle bank. Therefore the actual loss to Section 2 is nearer 6,500m3. The
difference model corroborates the extraction, with material lost across the whole
beach face.
This is illustrated by Profiles 4a00195 & 4a00202 (Figures 5.3 & 5.4). The beach
at Profile 4a00195 is one of the widest in 4aSU04 (excluding Barton’s Point),
with a crest width (in September 2011) of 25m. However, as a result of the
extraction the crest was reduced to 5-10m and beach elevation fell up to 2m by
March 2012. Since then the beach has begun to recover, with a berm forming at
the top of the profile, and beach face elevation increasing by up to 0.5m.
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MHWS

Figure 5.3 – Profile 4a00195

Profile 4a00202 is located on a narrower (beach, prior to the extraction),
although this section of Polygon 6 did not have any material directly extracted
from it. This suggests that following the scheme, material in the east of this
pocket beach moved west to fill the abstracted beach. This would also explain
the whole beach face change. On Profile 4a00202 (Figure 5.4), the crest width
has shrunk from 13m to 3m, and dropped in elevation by 1m. Despite this, the
beach has begun to recover (as with Profile 4a00195), although the beach has
remained above MHWS.
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MHWS

Figure 5.4 – Profile 4a00202

Polygon 8 also lost material (2,939m3), lowering a beach that is already below
MHWS. The erosion is concentrated in the east of the polygon, possibly as that
end is more exposed. In contrast, Polygon 7 gained 2,982m3, possibly material
from Polygon 8 (which is updrift of it).

5.3.3 Section 3 (Polygons 9-10, Profiles 4a00228 – 4a00250)
Section 3 covers the shingle bank at Barton’s Point, the location of the weakest
section of 4aSU04’s defences. Initially it would appear that this section has
performed well since 2003, gaining 10,887m3. However once the 11,837m3
recharge is taken into account, the level of accretion is replaced by a natural loss
of 1,000m3. This would suggest that the recycling has had little effect on the
shingle bank. As can be seen from the March-September 2012 difference model,
the northern end has lost material as the beach orientates itself back to a more
natural position following recharge.
The majority of accretion occurred in the south of this section, with a thinner but
more intense band extending north to the rock groyne, this corresponds with the
placement of material along the crest line to counteract the effects of cliffing. The
crest and back slope of the bank have changed very little in the past year, as
shown on Profile 4a00247 (Figure 5.5). However, in the past year the profile has
gained material, and is now relatively stable in a steeper profile than 2003.
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MHWS

Figure 5.5 – Profile 4a00247

5.3.4 Section 4 (Polygons 11-16, Profiles 4a00251 – 4a00295)
This section also gained material in 2003-2012 (8,295m3). Most of the accretion
occurred in Polygon 11, which gained 4,663m3, the result of the 2012 Barton’s
Point scheme, the remained of the section experience lower levels of accretion,
although all polygons gained material. In general, the gains were confined to an
intermittent band along the crest, apart from Polygon 15 which accreted in a
significant area across the whole beach face. However, it is unclear why this has
occurred. The only erosion that is evident is in the south of Polygon 16, and
appears to be the result of scour from a drainage outfall in the seawall.

5.4 Bathymetric Data Analysis
It is not possible to undertake bathymetric analysis as survey data has not been
collected for the North Kent coastline. Bathymetric surveys are scheduled to take place
later in Phase III.

5.5 Changes in Mean High Water Mark
The Mean High Water mark for Sheerness is +2.175m OD. The MHW contour has been
cut out of the Digital Ground Models for 2003 (the first dataset) and 2012 (the current
dataset) and compared in Plate 3, shown on the following pages. Perhaps
unexpectedly, the 2012 MHW mark has remained in a similar position to the 2003 level,
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or has advanced seaward. This is the case even in areas where there are erosion
concerns, such as at the western end of Barton’s Point shingle bank. Beach elevation
has also increased in areas where it was previously below MHW, as shown in Plate 3 (2
of 8).
The only location to experience a significantly onshore movement of the MHW mark is
at Neptune’s Terrace. As previously shown in the difference model analysis, this area
has experienced significant erosion since 2003. In the western half of Neptune’s
Terrace this is partially the result of extraction as part of the 2012 recycling scheme, but
is also prevalent at a similar magnitude across the rest of Neptune’s Terrace. It is
recommended that this trend be monitored in future years top determine what
management response is required.
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6.0 Long-Term Summary
Due to the intermittent nature of full beach plan surveys since monitoring began, it isn’t
possible to elaborate beyond the analysis already carried out in Section 5 of this report.
However, from Phase 3 onwards it is anticipated that this survey unit will be surveyed
annually as part of the summer BMP survey programme, which will allow year-on-year
changes to be analysed in the context of longer term trends. Table 6.1 illustrates the
overall change in beach volume for each analysis section between 2003 and 2012.
Table 6.1: 4aSU04 Long-Term Beach Volume Change Summary (2003 - 2012)

Analysis Sections
Volume Change (m3)

7.0

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Net

2003 – 2012

18,091

-18,287

10,887

8,295

18,986

Net

18,091

-18,091

10,887

8,295

18,986

General Wave Conditions

The wave data is recorded by an Etrometa step gauge situated on the old Herne Bay
pier head. There were no storms exceeding the threshold in this reporting year.
January, February and March 2012 were unusually quiet. A detailed analysis of the
wave climate for September 2011 to August 2012 is given in Annex D.
A storm is defined using the Peaks-over-Threshold method (Figure 7.1). Each storm is
then examined in detail, and covers the period 16 hours either side of the storm peak,
so as to include both the build-up and decay of the storm. This is the procedure
recommended by the CIRIA Beach Management Manual (second edition) since it
covers the build-up and decay typical of mid-latitudes depression.
The threshold used for Herne Bay is 1.6 m. This value has been determined using
extremes analysis of 15 years of measured data (based on 3 hourly values). A 0.25
year return period is used to identify 4 storms in an average year.

Figure 7.1 – Peaks threshold method
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8.0 Storm Performance of Beach
There were no storms exceeding the threshold in this reporting year. January, February
and March 2012 were unusually quiet. A detailed analysis of the wave climate for
September 2011 to August 2012 is given in Annex D.

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with
many coastal areas a lot of annual variability is expected, thus drawing conclusions with
increased confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regard to
annual losses, net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in autumn 2012 and spring 2013,
and in addition post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled to be issued after completion
of the summer 2013 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is accessible online
(www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after satisfying quality
assurance procedures.
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Profile Location Diagrams
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